Cortical neurons communicate with spikes, which are discrete events in time. Functional network models often employ rate units that are continuously coupled by analog signals. Is there a benefit of discrete signaling? By a unified mean-field theory for large random networks of rate and binary units, we show that the two models have identical second order statistics. Their stimulus processing properties, however, are radically different:
I. INTRODUCTION
Random networks of simplified neurons have been extensively studied to explain the asynchronous, irregular spiking activity observed in cortical networks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It is a long standing question in how far information processing in cortex is based on the exact spike times of its neurons, or whether the high convergence of many input spike trains onto a neuron results in an effectively averaged spike rate that conveys the information [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this case, variability of the exact spike time realizations can be treated as discretization noise on an actually continuous signal, while in the first case the 'noise' carries elaborate internal dependencies that encode information. Random networks were at first used mainly to describe the activity statistics and not computation. However, it was found that the computational capabilities of a network are highest in a regime where the activity is close to the border between regular and chaotic dynamics [13] [14] [15] , and such a transition exists in random networks of (continuous-valued) rate neurons [16] . It is an ongoing debate and open question, in how far this transition to chaos in rate models translates to the behavior of spiking models [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . This question is interrelated with the question of discrete versus continuous coding in cortex: Firstly, if cortex employs a discrete code, one expects computation to peak at the transition to chaos on the level of spike times; it is, however, not clear why this transition should coincide with or be similar to the onset of chaotic fluctuations in a rate model, where no notion of spike times exists. In particular, infinitely large random spiking networks are expected to be always chaotic [2, 23] which is not the case for rate models; the latter exhibit a transition between regular and chaotic dynamics depending on coupling strength [16, 18, 24] and noise amplitude [25, 26] . Second, if cortex employs a rate code, the spike rates should be close to a chaotic instability, but the realization of individual spike times is expected to be fully chaotic, constituting a discretization noise that would affect the susceptible spike rates and could change the network's computational properties. Here, we hope to make a contribution towards an answer of this question.
To do so, we study two types of random networks: The first employs a neuron model where cells communicate by continuous-valued signals. The second uses communication with discrete-valued signals among cells. To isolate the effect of discrete versus continuous communication, we first develop a unified framework that has the same mathematical structure for the two models.
This approach allows us to understand which network properties generalize across model classes and which are distinct features of either class. In general, investigating the links between different neuron models holds the prospect of better integrating and comparing results known only for specific models among the large diversity of existing neuron models.
As the continuous model, our choice are noisy nonlinear rate neurons, for which the chaos transition in random networks is known analytically [16, 26] . As the discrete model, we use stochastic binary neurons with asynchronous updates. In the model hierarchy, binary neurons can be considered as in between rate neurons and spiking neurons, such as the leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) model. They explicitly reflect the threshold-like nonlinearity that is characteristic of deterministic spiking neurons and our feature of interest, while taking the memory effect of the leaky membrane voltage into account stochastically through the timescale of their update process. We here show that the transition to chaos in either model can be reduced to the question of how a pair of neurons transmits pairwise correlations between their input to their output. This relation then exposes a qualitative similarity between the chaotic behavior of the LIF model and its abstraction as a binary model. Since LIF neurons are more difficult to treat analytically, it is advantageous to use binary neurons as the simpler model. We show that, despite the qualitative differences between the rate and binary models, one can construct networks that in fact exhibit exactly identical activity statistics. This allows us to study their distinct computational properties that solely result from the difference of continuous versus discretized signal transmission.
In the seminal works by Sompolinsky et al. [16] on rate neurons and by van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky [27] on binary neurons different approaches were used. While derivations in Sompolinsky et al. [16] where based on statistical field theory [24] , those on binary networks in van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky [27] used a disorder average of the master equation as a starting point [1, 28] . Here we develop a common field theoretical approach that captures both models, which is similar to the MSRDJ [29, 30] formalism for rate neurons [reviewed e.g. in 31, 32] . The formulation of binary neurons in a path integral is nontrivial due to the non-equilibrium dynamics resulting from asymmetric connectivity, so that the Ising Hamiltonian cannot be used. Instead, complete information about the system dynamics is required to write down a closed form action. For rate neurons this is supplied by the differential equation governing the dynamics which is amenable to the MSRDJ method. For binary neurons, full information is supplied by the Master equation, for which an existing approach is the Doi-Peliti formalism [33, 34] . The appearing fields have a convoluted physical interpretation, but allow to construct mean field equations and fluctuation corrections [35] [36] [37] .
Our approach is drastically different: instead of demanding an explicit closed form of the action, we only require the output of a neuron given its input as a conditional probability. We then exploit that when calculating a quantity in a given approximation, only partial knowledge needs to be actually inserted. In this way, our field theoretical framework is flexible enough to cover both model classes with identical sets of physically interpretable fields. This common language thus provides a systematic way of calculating corresponding quantities in the same approximation for both models.
Averaging over the different sources of quenched disorder, we recover the known dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) equations for networks of binary neurons and then show that, surprisingly, they are equivalent to the DMFT equations for the noisy rate model. As a result of this unification, for each network of binary neurons, a rate network can be found with exactly the same first and second order statistics. In light of the close correspondence between the two models, we proceed to ask the question in how far the chaotic behavior is also similar.
By a replica calculation that determines the divergence or convergence of nearby trajectories, we here show that the behavior is very different in the two models. Especially, in the thermodynamic limit, binary networks are always chaotic while their statistically matched rate counterparts are not. Being interested in finite networks however, we find that the theory predicts a chaos transition in binary networks that strongly depends on the network size. This transition has no correspondence to the size-independent chaos transition in rate networks. This is explainable in terms of the difference between the internal generation of the binary discretization compared to the independent realization of the external noise of the rate models.
Lastly, we analyze implications for computation at the two edges of chaos of either model. Both theoretically and by simulation we show that beyond the edge of chaos, the dynamics of the binary network is governed by an attractive chaotic sub-manifold. In a noisy pattern classification task, the informative signal expands into this manifold faster than its noise, resulting in a transient dimensionality expansion of the signal that improves the classification performance.
Results in Section II are organized as follows. In Section II A we present the model-independent fieldtheory for random networks and resulting equations for mean activities. Section II B derives equivalent equations for autocorrelations in binary and rate networks which allow us in Section II C to find a mapping of parameters between the two models to obtain identical mean-field statistics. Section II D shows that binary networks are always chaotic in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ and exposes the relation between correlation transmission and chaotic transition. Section II E shows that finite-size binary networks in fact show transition to chaos and expose the existence of a finite-dimensional chaotic sub-manifold. Section II F investigates the con-sequence for computation in chaotic binary networks, showing that a fast, transient dimensionality expansion of presented stimuli takes place within the chaotic submanifold. Section II G exposes the difference to computation in rate networks.
II. RESULTS

A. Model-independent field-theory of neuronal networks
We here derive a framework to compute the statistics of neuronal networks in a manner that is largely independent of the employed neuron model. Such a framework is needed to compare the different model classes. It must be flexible enough to enable the use of methods such as disorder averages and replica calculations; techniques that are required to systematically derive mean-field equations and to compute the phase diagram of neuronal networks.
We consider a network of N neurons with connectivity matrix J , where individual entries are drawn independently and identically distributed as J ij
assumptions on the statistics can easily be relaxed. The N neurons have inputs h = (h 1 (t), ..., h N (t)) and outputs x = (x 1 (t), ..., x N (t)). Throughout, bold-font symbols will be used to denote vectors of neuron indices. The input-to-output relation of a neuron is often stochastic, so that a conditional probability ρ[x h] of the output given the input describes the neural dynamics. The joint statistics of input and output is then
amounting to a separation of the neurons' input-output functional ρ[x h] ∶= ∏ i ρ[x i h i ] and the input statistics ρ[h]. We here denote functionals by angular brackets. We can express any observable O of a neuronal network as a function of the inputs h, which have the advantage to be closer to a Gaussian distribution than x, due to the convergence of many outputs on one input. Because we do not know the disorder realization (e.g. of the connectivity) in detail, but at most its statistics, we can only access quenched disorder-averaged quantities like
The description of the network dynamics is selfconsistently closed by using a delta distribution ρ[h] = δ[h − Jx] to enforce that the input to each neuron is composed of a sum of outputs weighted by the synaptic connectivity J. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1a . 
being similar as in [38] [39] [40] . The connectivity average only acts on the interaction term, which now has the form of a cumulant generating function of J . In its cumulant expansion, intensive parameters of the system are the first and second cumulantḡ N and g 2 N , respectively. Higher cumulants would be suppressed if one assumes the commonly chosen scaling ∝ N − 1 2 of synaptic weights [2, 27] .
This suggests to do a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation with the auxiliary fields
, as outlined in appendix Section 1, so that a saddle point approximation gives self-consistency relations for the mean inputs and mean time lagged autocorrelations of dynamical mean field theory (DMFT)
where the average ⟨. . .⟩ Ω(R,Q) is defined in (27) as an average over x ∼ ⟨ρ[x h]⟩ h and h is a Gaussian process h ∼ N (R, Q). We may think of x(t) as the representative neuron of a homogeneous population, because all neurons with statistically identical connectivity and properties are identical after the disorder average. On the intuitive level, DMFT corresponds to modeling the inputs of all neurons as independent Gaussian processes h ∼ N (R, Q). Thus, it was possible to formally derive the DMFT using only the output-to-input relation given by the disordered connectivity while staying agnostic of the neuron model. To instantiate the approximation for the models studied here, we must now provide knowledge about the input-to-output relation ρ[x h] of each model.
Binary neuron model We first consider the binary neuron model, or kinetic Ising model, with state x i ∈ {−1, 1} [1, 28] . The states of all neurons are updated asynchronously by independent Poisson processes with rate τ −1 and an activation probability function T p ∶ R → [0, 1]. It is clear that the form of ρ[x h] depends on the realization of the update times, which constitute a source of noise, or temporal stochasticity. The update sequence may be thought of as another type of disorder in a sense that it breaks the homogeneity of the time axis by selecting a set of time points where the neuronal state can change. As with the disorder of the connectivity one may study the behavior of the system averaged across this disorder. In this case, the probability of finding a neuron active at some time t Figure 1 . Summary of model-independent field theory and mapping of binary and rate models. a Conceptual idea to split network into neuronal dynamics, described by conditional probability ρ[xi hi] of neuronal output xi given its input hi, and the mapping of output to input by connectivity Jij . The connectivity average only affects the output-toinput mapping and can thus be performed without specifying the neuron model. The formal saddle point approximation in auxiliary fields R(t) and Q(t, s), eqs. (3) and (3), amounts to Gaussian approximation of the input hi. b Equivalence of binary (left) and rate models in the two different forms (6) (middle) and (7) (right): Mapping from output to input by identical matrix J; asynchronous update process U with rate τ −1 implies exponential convolution kernel, leading to leakyintegration (cf. (4)), identical to operator L = (τ ∂t + 1) −1 present explicitly in (6) and (7) . Transitions between discrete binary states effect red noise η in input h (middle), which corresponds to white noise ξ that is low-pass filtered by L (right). Rate models differ in the order of application of this kernel and the connectivity, which yields equivalent dynamics because the two operators commute.
). While this knowledge is far from knowing the complete probability functional ρ[x h] across its infinite time dimension, the information about this single time slice is sufficient to plug into (3) and obtain, after taking a time derivative, the mean field equation
where
Closing the equation is trivial for binary neurons in the x i ∈ {−1, 1} Ising spin representation, because their autocorrelation is always 1, so that Q (t, t) =
Rate model As a second model we consider continuous rate neurons with x i ∈ [−1, 1] and activation function T ∶ R → [−1, 1], timescale τ and a white noise process ξ. The relation between T and T p is (5) . There are two equivalent forms of the neuronal dynamics used in the literature, evolving according to
where, using the Greens function L = (τ ∂ t + 1) −1 , the noise η = Lξ is a low-pass filtered version of ξ. The latter is Gaussian and white ⟨ξ i (t)ξ j (s)⟩ = σ 2 ξ δ(t − s)δ ij . These two equivalent forms have the significance that (6) is more descriptive of the 'rate neuron' dynamics, but (7) is more frequently used for calculations (e.g. Sompolinsky et al. [16] , Schuecker et al. [26] ) because the summation is outside of the nonlinearity. For the rate model (6), we write down the single neuron, single time slice of the full probability functional as ρ[
(3) we obtain the same equation (4) for the mean activity as for the binary neuron, if we choose the strength of the noise σ ξ such that Q(t, t) = g 2 as well. The reason for the equivalence is that the exponential function appearing in the convolution equation is the Greens function L that we defined above. This proves that the binary and rate model with appropriate noise have equivalent mean activities and zero-lag autocorrelations in mean field approximation. The choice of the appropriate noise strength is discussed after we have extended the equivalence further in the next section.
B. Equivalent equations for time-lagged autocorrelations in binary and rate networks
While the similarity of R(t) and Q(t, t) is expected from the two model definitions, this is not so much so for the time-lagged autocorrelations Q(t, s), the ingredient distinguishing dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) and mean field theory (MFT) in our use of language. For stationary rate neuron dynamics, Q(∆t) ∶= Q(t, t + ∆t) follows as the solution of a Newtonian equation of motion [16, eq. 7] 
where T ′ = T and N R,Q(0),Q is the bivariate Gaussian with stationary mean R and covariance matrix
To compute Q(∆t) for binary neurons, we need more information about ρ[x h], namely the one neuron, two time slices joint probability distribution
To construct ρ [x (t) x (s) , h] for binary neurons, the basic idea is to iterate the 2 × 2 states a neuron can assume at the points in time s and t and consider all its possibilities of evolution matching the respective initial and final condition. From such a consideration, we derive Q(∆t) = Q(t, t+∆t) for stationary dynamics in App 2 by again taking a time derivative of the saddle point equation 3, yielding
This equation is the analogon of the integral equation (5.17) of van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky [27] . The advantage of the form (10) is, as detailed in appendix App 2, that by differentiating once more with respect to ∆t and then using Price's theorem [41] , it can also be cast into the Newtonian form (8) .
C. Mapping binary to rate networks with noise Even though the differential equations for the time lagged autocorrelations are the same, their initial conditions are in general different in the two cases. Two initial conditions are needed for a solution. One is to require that lim t→∞Q (t) = 0, which is the same in both cases. In the binary case, the second condition is Q b (0) = g 2 because the zero-lag autocorrelation of a single spin is always one. In a rate network, however, the input noise strength determines how quickly the autocorrelation decays, resulting in the condition on the deriva-tiveQ r (0+) = −σ 2 ξ 2 Schuecker et al. [26] (note that our notational convention differs by the factor 1 2). Here and in the following we use the subscripts b and r to refer to quantities of the binary and rate model, respectively.
The idea is now to choose an effective noise in the rate network such that Q r (0) = Q b (0), so that not only the mean activities match, as discussed in Section II A, but also the time lagged solutions for the variance Q(∆t).
To do so, usingQ(∞) = 0 and conservation of total "energy" V Q0 + τ 2Q2 2 implied by the Newtonian form of (8), the condition Q 0 ∶= Q r (0) ! = Q b (0) = g 2 can be expressed as a condition for the derivative and thus the Figure 2 . Matched second order statistics in binary and rate networks. Autocorrelation functions in simulations of binary (green dots) and rate networks (orange stars). Theoretical curve (black) given by solution of (8) . Noise amplitude of the rate network chosen by (11) to obtain matched statistics. Other parameters: N = 5000, g = 1.5,ḡ = 0; simulation duration T = 5000ms; autocorrelation averaged across all neurons. noise amplitude
Therefore, given a pair of equivalent activation functions (5), moments of connectivityḡ, g 2 , and timescale τ , asynchronously updated binary networks are statistically equivalent in DMFT approximation to rate networks with appropriately chosen Gaussian white noise input. This result is confirmed forḡ = 0 in simulations by comparing the autocorrelation functions averaged across many neurons in ( Figure 2 ). Forḡ ≠ 0, we expect the same match, see also App 3. Taking a step back, what is the intuition behind this result? When the binary neurons are averaged over realizations of the update time disorder, the Poisson update process with rate τ −1 becomes an exponential kernel corresponding to that of the rate network. The discrete jumps of the binary neurons around their mean become red noise, corresponding to the low-pass filtered noise η of the rate network (6) . By nice conspiracy, this corresponds to simple white noise ξ in (7) , which is also the version treated in most works on rate networks with noise, such as [18, 24, 26, [42] [43] [44] . This tight relation between binary and rate models is summarized conceptually in Figure 1b Given their statistical similarity, one may wonder if the network dynamics is identical in more respects. A partic-ularly important measure for the computational ability of a network is its characterization in terms of chaoticity [13, 14, 16, 18, 26, 45] .
So does the transition to chaos in rate networks [13, 16, 18, 26] translate to binary networks? We assess chaos by studying the time-evolution of the correlation between two systems with infinitesimally different initial conditions but identical connectivity in a replica calculation, an approach pioneered by Derrida and Pomeau [46] . We here do not use the classical annealed approximation, where the connectivity is redrawn in every time step, but compute the full quenched averages, where the connectivity is constant in time.
In appendix Section 4, by using an approach analogous to the derivation of the ODE for the autocorrelation (8), we obtain the equation governing the evolution of the cross-replica correlation (2) .
Here (h (1) , h (2) ) ∼ N (R, Q) is a measure of a pair of Gaussian processes with mean ⟨h (α) (t)⟩ = R (α) (t), following (4) and covariance matrix ⟨h (α) (t)h (β) (s)⟩ = Q (αβ) (t, s), whose diagonal elements each obey (8) .
Since the two replicas are nearly perfectly correlated in the beginning, we know that the correlation between a neuron and its 'copy' in the other replica is given by the autocorrelation at first, motivating the ansatz
As shown in appendix Section 4, an expansion for small ǫ leads to the approximate equation governing the evolution of ǫ(t)
which generalizes the result of van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky [27] to arbitrary activation functions. As was their classic conclusion, we see that independent of the parameters, the positive square root term is always larger than the negative linear term for small ǫ, so that the deviation will grow, indicating chaotic dynamics. Since the calculation becomes exact in the thermodynamic limit, the conclusion is that infinitely large binary networks are always chaotic, with formally infinite maximum Lyapunov exponent since the divergence is non-analytic.
Since the slope of the activation function appears only averaged over the input distribution, there is no qualitative difference between different activation functions. In particular, going from a stochastic activation function to the deterministic Heaviside limit only changes the second term in (13) by a finite factor and thus does not qualitatively alter the chaotic behavior. This can also be understood by noting that for the stochastic activation function, the function value at each update is compared to a random number to decide the activity state. This is just like using a Heaviside function but with randomly drawn threshold at each update. Compared to a statistically matched rate-network, we find that the equation governing ǫ(t) is lacking a square root term for rate neurons [26, Appendix C] . Furthermore, in their chaos transition criterion [26, eq.20 ]
we see that when plugging in the matched statistics Q 0 = g 2 and using that f T ≤ 1, the condition for chaos is not fulfilled. The dynamics is therefore always in the regular regime because the frozen noise of amplitude given by (11) is large enough to drive the dynamics and to suppress chaos for g 2 > 1. Only asymptotically the chaos transition is approached for an infinite slope of the activation function, T ′ → ∞ , or equivalently g 2 → ∞. This demonstrates a difference between the two models that is rooted in the effective noise: In the rate network, noise impinges from outside the network, and its realization is frozen in the replica calculation. In the binary network, noise is intrinsically generated by the discrete switching dynamics, so that the realization is not external and frozen, but depends acutely on the internal state.
There is an alternative intuitive way to interpret eq. (12): the change of the correlation is proportional to the mismatch between the correlation at time t, the first line on the right, and the correlation after being propagated once through the neuron model and connectivity, given by the second line. Thus the question of chaos can also be reinterpreted as a correlation transmission problem: Whether the two replicas will decorrelate or not depends on the way in which a correlation coefficient on the input side c in is transmitted to the correlation of the outputs c out which constitutes the future input correlation c ′ in . Clearly, if c out (c in ) < c in , the correlation must decrease over time, and if c out (c in ) > c in , it regenerates.
The link to (12) can be made explicit by noting that the variance on the diagonal elements of Q of the Gaussian measure N (R, Q) are Q (αα) ≡ g 2 and the covariance between replica is Q (12) =∶ g 2 c in , where c in is the correlation coefficient between the input currents to the two neurons, each representing one replica. Defining the second line of (12) as g 2 c out , one can interpret c out as the correlation coefficient between the outputs of the two neurons (cf. Section 4, eq. (43)).
The transmission curve c out (c in ) for discrete signaling is compared to the transmission curve for continuous signaling in Figure 3 . While the slope c ′ out (c in → 1) for discrete signaling diverges as ∝ (1 − c in ) − 1 2 , it stays finite for continuous signaling. The positive offset of the transmission curve for discrete signaling is a consequence of the random updating that is identical between the two neurons.
A consequence of the infinite slope c ′ out is that an initial infinitesimal decorrelation grows infinitely quickly; the Correlation coefficient cout between outputs as function of correlation coefficient cin between inputs. Discrete signaling (orange, (52)); continuous signaling (blue, (49) ). Approximation for discrete signaling in the limit cin → 1 (dashed orange) shows a behavior of the form ∝ −(1 − cin) Lyapunov exponent is infinite. The qualitative behavior of the correlation transmission curve for discrete signaling is the same for spiking models [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , explaining why these two model classes also behave similarly with regard to the transition to chaos. The underlying common reason is the discrete nature of the output variable: In both, the binary and the LIF model, the output of the neuron is binary, firing or non-firing. The divergence of the correlation transmission slope is a direct consequence of this discrete signaling; details are given in App 6.
For continuous-valued neuronal communication between neurons with activation functions that have finite slope, on the other hand, the transmission curve for correlations is always a function with a finite slope even for c → 1. As a consequence, the chaos transition is qualitatively different; in particular, the Lyapunov exponent is finite here.
E. Transition to chaos in finite size binary networks
In contrast to the theoretical prediction, simulations of binary networks in fact show parameter regimes with regular dynamics. Since the theory is only exact in the limit of infinite network size, this suggests a finite size effect. But the result of the replica calculation (13) does not rely on carrying out the N → ∞ limit, so it should still be a good approximation for finite, but large networks N ≫ 1. Also the divergence of the correlation transmission slope is independent of N . How can the theory be reconciled with the simulation?
First, while the square root term in (13) is always larger for sufficiently small ǫ, there also exists a point ∂ t ǫ * ! = 0 where this relationship reverses and the linear (13) intersect and produce a fixed point ǫ * for the covariance Q0 − ǫ between the two replicas. The resulting average Hamming distance d * between states in the two copies of the system is given by ǫ * and (16) as d * = N ǫ * g 2 . Depending on whether ǫmin (which corresponds to a Hamming distance of dmin = 1) is smaller or larger than ǫ * , the replicas will either decorrelate, or they will converge and forget the perturbation.
term starts to dominate: The point where the right hand side of (13) vanishes, √
This point corresponds to a stable average distance between (partly) decorrelated trajectories, as illustrated in Figure 4 . This point can be interpreted as the intersection of the correlation transmission curve with the identity line in Figure 3 :
The curve for discrete signaling shows a stable fixed point at nonzero correlation, while that for the continuous case does not. Second, in a finite network of N binary neurons an infinitesimal perturbation cannot be realized, since the smallest possible perturbation is to flip a single spin. This would mean a perturbation in the other neurons' input by ∆h min , which is distributed as ρ(∆h min ) = N 2ḡ N , 4 g 2 N due to the connectivity. Using the general relation ⟪∆h 2 ⟫ = 2ǫ(t) we obtain an average minimal decorre-
Therefore, if ǫ min > ǫ * the replica will tend towards more correlation. But as the only possible step below ǫ min is having zero different spins and thus perfect correlation, the initial difference should tend to be completely forgotten, resulting in regular dynamics. On the other hand, if ǫ min < ǫ * an increase of the initial difference is possible.
Thus the chaos transition criterion in the finite binary network is ǫ min ! = ǫ * resulting in
The predicted transition and also the residual correlation ǫ * fits that observed in simulations quite well ( Figure 5 ). Due to the scaling with √ N , it is clear that networks with thousands or even only hundreds of neurons are only non-chaotic if the connectivity is very weak or the dynamics saturated (which gives a small ⟨T ′ (H)⟩ H ). Also, N → ∞ clearly recovers the limit of strictly chaotic dynamics.
For the special case of a Heaviside activation function and vanishing mean connectivityḡ = 0, the network is al-
N , which is certainly true for typical network sizes.
We also obtained the same criterion (15) via a less general, but more intuitive perspective by analyzing the probability that, given a single spin difference, the difference in inputs is such that during the next updates, another neuron will also be updated to a 'wrong' state (see App 5) . This view provides an expression for the average rate of decorrelation steps caused by an initial decorrelation step. Requiring this rate being unity, we obtain the same chaos transition criterion as (15) . The approach is inspired from and very similar to calculating the divergence rate of fluxtubes in spiking networks [53] . Indeed, the binary network has relatively trivial fluxtubes in their input phase-space given by those regions that result in the same updated state.
F. Computation in chaotic binary networks is governed by a chaotic sub-manifold
The general behavior of the network is that nearby trajectories diverge at first but do not decorrelate completely. Instead, any pair of trajectories has an average maximal distance determined by ǫ * . This reflects that the two trajectories are evolved by the same network connectivity and update sequence. Also trajectories that are very far apart will converge to this residual correlation. The fixed-point distance ǫ * is thus a representative of the average distance between any two trajectories in the long time limit. The corresponding Hamming distance
, that is the number of different spins between a pair of binary states, is given by
where the pre-factor of H 12 arises because every flipped spin causes a decrease by 2 (from +1 to −1). Even though the H 12 spin flips distinguishing two trajectories can in principle be distributed across any of the N neurons, the subspace spanned by the set of possible trajectories has an approximate dimensionality of d(t) ≃ 2 H 12 (t). This can be understood by considering the first two lines of (16): a distance of H 12 has the same effect on the sum of correlations as a number of 2H 12 uncorrelated spins would have. Stated differently, the Hamming distance H 12 is the same as the average distance of d putatively independent spins that take the values {−1, 1} with equal probabilities. Thus, if ǫ min > ǫ * , then d(∞) < 1 and the set of long term trajectories contains only a single trajectory (fluxtube), thus constituting a limit cycle (although the return time is astronomically large [54] ). Irrespective of the initial state, the network is attracted to a stereotypical trajectory. This situation arises for very weak coupling. Obviously, such a network is weak in performing computations, because different inputs lead to the same final state within short time.
If ǫ min < ǫ * , then d(∞) > 1 and there are many trajectories (fluxtubes) that constitute the attractive subspace. The evolution within the space is chaotic, because for any pair of states with an initial distance ǫ < ǫ * the distance increases; thus small differences are amplified. This is visible in the raster plots in Figure 6a : Short after stimulus onset, network states are quite similar across stimuli. As time progresses, the number of neurons in different states grows, as indicated by their distance (Figure 6b ). An initially low-dimensional set of stimuli is thus expanded into a higher dimensional representation. For long times, however, the two states differ in only typically d(∞) 2 of their neurons. This limiting dimensionality grows proportional to N g 2 as seen by inserting (14) into (16) 
Variability across different stimuli is thus intimately related to the dimensionality of the binary networks activity. From the viewpoint of computation, the number of fluxtubes in the attractor gives a measure of the number of distinguishable states in the networks memory. What are the consequences for computation by discrete-state networks?
To address this question, we investigate the network in a setting of reservoir computing, trained to classify P random binary patterns: A subset of size L of the N neurons is prepared in an initial state at t = 0. This initial state represents one of P different input patterns to the network; we number patterns by index α. At each time t, we train a linear readout S α (t) = w α (t) T x α (t) by linear regression to provide the output S α (t) = 1 if the α-th pattern has been presented and 0 else (see App 7 a). Thus we have P readouts, one for detecting each of the presented patterns. While training and testing, we use noisy realizations of the patterns by applying an additional Gaussian independent noise of variance σ 2 to each entry of a pattern. 15)) and residual correlation coefficient between replicas (red shading, c * 12 = 1 − Q −1 0 ǫ * and eq. (14)) for varying meanḡ and variance g 2 of the connectivity. Other parameters are N = 5000, T = tanh, τ = 10 ms. b As in (a) but each pixel is colored red (chaotic) or green (stable) according to a network simulation. Two identical networks were evolved with identical random numbers, only one being perturbed by flipping two spins, and after Tsim = 2500 ms the correlation between the state vectors was computed. The few scattered greed dots in the chaotic regime are algorithmic artifacts where the perturbation was unsuccessful. c Theoretical prediction for varying network size N and slope of the activation function T (h) = tanh(T ′ (0)h). Note that the predicted residual correlation is independent of N (compare (14)), while the chaos transition depends on N (compare (15)). Other parameters areḡ = 0, g 2 = 0.01 and τ = 10 ms. d As in (c) but from network simulations. Simulations done as described for (b). Note that the chaos transition in simulations happens slightly later than predicted by (15) . This could be anticipated, since if the average proliferation rate of flips per time constant is only slightly above one, the cascade triggered by the perturbation still has a large probability of dying out.
The dimension d s (t) of the subspace spanned by presenting different patterns α is rapidly increasing with time and then converges to the residual value predicted by numerically integrating (13) , as shown in Figure 6b . This transient dimensionality increase improves the linear separability of the patterns, causing the signal readout to increase, shown in Figure 6c . This can be understood from the property of the linear regression; if network responses were pairwise orthogonal, which is to good approximation satisfied in the high dimensional signal subspace, the signal would be
as shown in App 7 b. However, also the distance d n between two noisy realizations of the same pattern increases. But d s has a head start because noise realizations are more similar to each other than to other patterns. Now let us assume that different noise realizations cause different responses that lie entirely within the subspace of the signal. This means that the noise flips a number of spins and thus effectively reduces the dimensionality of the space that faithfully encodes the signal. The effective dimension of the space that is available to represent the signal is then
where d n is the dimensionality of the space spanned by different noise realizations. The expected signal is then (13) in magenta). Dimensionality dn(t) due to different noise realizations of a pattern (gray; theory (13) in cyan): Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 0.3 added to each of the L entries of the initial pattern state. c Linear readout S α ′ (t) = w α ′ (t) T (xα(t) + ξpre) + ξpost trained for each time point t to detect stimulus identity by minimizing quadratic error ∑ α (S α ′ −δ αα ′ ) 2 for matching the stimulus α = α ′ (black) and non-matching stimuli α ≠ α ′ (gray). Error bars show the variability across patterns and noise realizations. Theoretical prediction (18) in dashed magenta. Readout using the approximated weight vector (55) that assumes an orthogonal representation (orange). Inset: classification accuracy of the initial input stimulus based on choosing the readout with largest signal. Note that the approximate readout vectors yield a higher average signal, but also the variance is higher (not shown) resulting in slightly worse classification accuracy. Other parameters: N = 500 neurons, coupling strength g = 0.8, pre-readout noise σ ξ,pre = 0.1 and post-readout noise σ ξ,post = 0.1 as detailed in 7. The training set comprised 100 noisy realizations of each pattern, and the test set 20.
The latter form explains qualitatively the shape of the signal shown in Figure 6d : Initially, the signal rises in relation to the ratio of dimension of representation space and number of patterns, but ultimately, the signal declines, because the dimensionality spanned by the noise approaches that spanned by the signal. This transient dimensionality expansion happens very fast: Using that (15) gives the average number of flips n spawns caused by an initial flip within one time constant (as obtained in App 5), we note that
so that the decorrelation always happens on the timescale of two time constants, independently of all parameters. Note that neither in theory nor in the simulation the average signal drops to zero for t → ∞; this is because not all noise realizations leave the fluxtube of the original pattern, so that the average distance between realizations remains smaller than that between patterns (analyzed in App 7 c).
G. Difference and similarity to transient signal amplification in the rate model
If the same task is performed by a network of rate units with matched statistics, the performance is close to zero. This is because the matched rate models are always in the non-chaotic regime as chaos is suppressed by the effective noise (as noted in Section II D), so that trajectories for different presented patterns converge. Any tiny readout noise destroys classification accuracy, as shown in Figure 8a .
However, how does computation in the chaotic regimes of binary and rate nets compare? For this we give up the match of statistics between the binary and rate models and from here on consider a rate network without effective noise and g 2 > 1.
Using a replica calculation in dynamical mean field approximation, the equation governing the evolution of the cross-replica time-lagged covariance in the rate model is of the form [18, 26] (∂ t + 1)(∂ s + 1)Q (12) (t, s) = g 2 f T (Q 0 , Q (12) ),
with f T (Q 0 , Q (12) ) = ⟨T(x 1 )T(x 2 )⟩ and the average is
The approximation for small differences Q (12) 
Since there is no term ∝ √ ǫ, there is no residual correlation for small ǫ. Furthermore, in the equation (19) valid also for ǫ large, the completely decorrelated state Q (12) = 0 is always a fixed point because then the expectation value factorizes, and by the point symmetry of T the right hand side vanishes. In the thermodynamic limit, the residual correlation in rate networks is thus zero for any g > 1. Indeed, trajectories in large rate networks show very small residual correlation already directly beyond the edge of chaos g 2 ≳ 1, as shown in Figure 7c (inset).
However, as already noted by Sompolinsky et al. [16] , the transition at g = 1 is not completely sharp for smaller networks, which must be a finite size effect not included in the employed mean-field approximation. We here observe the same effect, that small rate networks show a residual correlation between trajectories, shown in Figure 7c . For larger networks, however, the residual correlation approaches zero; this is a qualitative difference to binary networks, which can have a finite residual correlation (17) also in the large N limit.
As shown in Figure 7b , also finite chaotic rate networks show a transiently smaller difference between noisy realizations of a pattern than between patterns in the classification task. This also follows from (20) since the acceleration of the decorrelation is smaller for smaller initial ǫ, making the noise distance grow slower than the signal distance. The finite rate and binary networks therefore can both have a residual correlation and a transient difference between signal and noise amplification, although the effects are controlled differently by the parameters.
Another difference is seen in the timescale of decorrelation in Figure 7b : In the rate network it takes many neuronal time constants; this time only gradually shortens by increasing g. In the binary network decorrelation is always fast, taking a few neuronal time constants at most. This can be understood in terms of the decay constant of the time lagged autocorrelations: In a noiseless rate network, the autocorrelation decay constant diverges at the transition to chaos. In the binary network, however, the effective noise of the discrete dynamics causes a smaller, finite decay constant and there is also no qualitative difference between the autocorrelation shape in the regular and in the chaotic regime. Indeed, as we have shown in Section II F, their decorrelation always takes on the order of two time constants, largely independent of g.
The next difference becomes apparent when considering the classification performance of the rate network. As shown in Figure 8b , the accuracy jumps to a high value after the first time step, instead of gradually increasing within approximately one time constant as in the binary network. How can this behavior be understood? The reason is that in the rate network, all neuron states are immediately and also nonlinearly affected by the input pattern, so that it is immediately projected nonlinearly into a N -dimensional representation that allows linear classification. This becomes apparent by considering that in the time step after stimulus presentation, the input to the network contains a term ∝ δt τ ∑ j J ij T (h j (0)) which performs a non-linear embedding of the stimulus into the N -dimensional space.
Of course, even though the dimensionality is immediately N -dimensional, the amplitudes must grow continuously and are very small at first. This also highlights a difference in the interpretations of ǫ: In the binary network, there is a direct link between ǫ and the dimensionality of the signal space, while in the rate network ǫ is just a measure of the distance between trajectories and is only very indirectly related to the number of dimensions across which this distance is distributed. Hence the peak of the difference between inter-and intra-pattern distances in Figure 7b does not correspond to a peak in classification accuracy in Figure 8b , since it describes a transient signal amplification, and not also a transient dimensionality expansion as in the binary network case.
Still, even though the dimensionality of the representation already initially equals N , distances between stimuli are at first small.The classification in the rate network therefore relies on fine-tuned and very large readout weights in the beginning Figure 8d . Therefore, the initial classification accuracy is severely affected by adding weak noise to the readout (Figure 8c ). This, in turn, results in a peak of the accuracy predictable by the theoretical peak in signal amplification (Figure 7a ). In summary, the main differences between the chaotic behavior of binary and rate networks are the decorrelation time scales, behavior of the residual correlation, and the location of the chaos transition.
III. DISCUSSION
Overall, our analysis shows that networks of units coupled by continuous signals and those communicating by discrete signals are very closely linked on the level of their activity statistics. Concretely, we show that by adding appropriate noise, a network of continuous rate neurons can be matched to the same network of binary neurons, having exactly the same dynamic mean-field theory. This is because the binary network has the same mean activity but additional discretization noise.
Qualitative differences, however, arise for their information processing capabilities: We find a generic mechanism that creates an attractive chaotic sub-manifold in networks with discrete signaling whose dimensionality is a finite fraction of the network size. This mechanism fosters a transient expansion of applied signals within few neuronal time constants into a progressively higher dimensional space, enabling such networks to display augmented signal separability with high noise tolerance. However, a rate network that is matched to the statistics of a binary network is never in the chaotic regime and thus does not display this computational ability. Moreover, there is no such subspace that can be identified in continuously coupled networks. We discuss the implications and the limitations of the statistical match between the two model classes in Section III A, and discussion of the chaos and computation aspects follows in the sections Section III B to Section III D. Section III E takes a step back and reflects on possible consequences of these insights for information processing in the brain. ξ matched to the statistics of a binary network according to (11) . Parameters otherwise as in Figure 7 . Because the frozen effective noise suppresses chaos, trajectories for different stimuli converge towards the same state and a small readout noise σ readout = 10 −4 results in classification at chance level. b Removing the noise in the network, and no readout noise. The network is chaotic as in Figure 7 , and classification accuracy jumps to 1 in the first time step. c Including readout noise σ readout = 10 −4 impedes classification accuracy until trajectories are sufficiently separated. d Average norm of individual readout weights for the setting in (b). Since trajectories are very close in the initial time period (compare also Figure 7b ), initial readout weights are very large, explaining the sensitivity to readout noise in (c).
A. Correspondence of statistics in binary and rate networks
In general, it is not known on which level biological neuronal networks should be modeled in order to understand their function. Therefore, approaches on all kinds of levels exist, but the problem of choosing an appropriate level largely remains. Exposing identities and differences between neuron models is thus necessary, since the generalization of results across different models is otherwise unclear. In particular, we here asked the question: Does it matter if we use continuous or discrete signaling? This question is here addressed by comparing binary and rate networks. Steps in this direction where already taken in Grytskyy et al. [55] , who showed a mapping of leakyintegrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons, Hawkes processes, and binary neurons to noisy linear rate models. The results presented here are in line with their results on binary and linear rate neurons, but more general since they apply not only to the linearization of the models but hold for the nonlinear behavior as well. As our work aims at a unified picture of neural network models, we derived a modelindependent field theory approach that provides an ideal tool for such an investigation. We have not focused on a technical study of this path integral formulation here, which will be subject of a forthcoming manuscript. Applied to the binary and rate network models, we exposed a one-to-one match of their activity statistics in dynamical mean field approximation. Only this statistical equivalence enables us to contrast their dynamical and computation properties in a comparable dynamical state.
We now give a technical discussion concerning assumptions and expected generalizability of the statistical mapping.
Single population with random Gaussian connectivity. The assumption of Gaussian connectivity J ij ∼ N (ḡ N , g 2 N ) simplifies the equations and the derivation of the DMFT. The results straight-forwardly generalize to multiple populations, as the equations acquire population indices but stay structurally the same. Multiple populations were treated for binary neurons [27] and for rate neurons [18, 43] . We scaled the mean connectivity asḡ N to obtain a consistent approximation in orders of 1 N when applying the saddle-point approximation to the auxiliary fields. Thinking in orders of 1 N , usingḡ √ N instead would make it necessary to include also Gaussian fluctuations of the mean activity field ⟨R 2 ⟩ ∼ 1 N , corresponding to linear response theory. However, contributions of such fluctuation corrections are small in the inhibition dominated regimeḡ < 0 where fluctuations are suppressed by negative feedback [56] . The results also generalize to non-Gaussian synaptic weight distributions, as long as higher than second cumulants are suppressed by powers of N −1 , such as for sparse connectivity. This is because only the first two cumulants of the connectivity enter in dynamical mean field approximation. Scale-free distributions of weights can violate this assumption and require a different approach [57] .
Other extensions If one were to match the statistics on the single neuron level instead, each neuron would need an individual noise strength dependent on its mean activity.
Matching the models for non-stationary trajectories would require a time-dependent analysis of the mean field equations.
Asynchronous update. Since asynchronous updating models the membrane time constant and irregular spiking of neurons, we prefer it as a neuron model. Synchronous updating is analytically slightly simpler and also frequently used, for example by Bertschinger and Natschläger [14] , but replaces the intrinsic time scale τ by the 'time' between updates. While the zero time-lag stationary statistics are the same [58] , the time lagged autocorrelations differ and dynamical differences may appear at the timescale of single updates, relevant for the computational properties in section Section II F. Especially, we expect that for synchronous updating, the residual correlation is smaller, behaving more like that in a rate network, because the correlating effect of using the same update sequence in both replicas is missing.
Same activation function, time scale, connectivity and dynamic range. Activation function and time scale must be the same in both models, but the connectivity only has to be drawn from the same distribution, since the statistics is matched on the population level only. As the dynamic ranges we used x b ∈ {−1, 1} and x r ∈ [−1, 1]. In general, other finite ranges like [0, 1] do not change the result as long as they are the same in both models. An unbounded range would make no sense for the binary neurons with two activity levels. This point is connected to the interpretation of a binary neuron's active state as that for an average time τ it is firing at its maximal rate, not that it fires a single spike. This must be so since it can only be active with a rate τ −1 but the saturated firing rate of the modeled neuron may be higher. Therefore, if one would like to interpret activations of binary neurons as binned Poissonian spike trains, activity must be sparse enough to have a low probability of two spikes falling in the same time bin. The binning width τ cannot be changed for binary neurons since it models the membrane time constant by ensuring that an activation's probabilistic effect on its synaptic partners declines exponentially on scale τ . Then the lower range of the activation function can be interpreted as modeling a spiking neuron's transfer function for low firing rates.
Approximation of inputs as independent Gaussian processes. The formal saddle point approximation in the auxiliary fields R and Q implies a Gaussian approximation of the input currents h i
∼ N (R, Q). Therefore, we have neglected cross correlations between neurons. They can be incorporated by computing fluctuations of the auxiliary field R; they are the same in both models, as they are driven by the autocorrelations and follow from linear response theory [55, 59] . The field theoretical approach gives a systematic framework to compute not only those correlations, but in principle also arbitrary higher-order fluctuation corrections. Going beyond Gaussian fluctuations would mean that the noise that needs to be added to the rate network may in general also get colored or non-Gaussian corrections.
B. Difference of dynamics between the models
Concerning the question in how far known results on chaos in rate networks translate to the behavior of binary or spiking networks [17, [19] [20] [21] [22] , we demonstrate that the dynamical state in binary and rate nets is qualitatively different even if they are statistically equivalent. While infinitely large binary nets are always chaotic, as shown for the special case of Heaviside activation functions in the classical paper by van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky [27] , rate networks with matched statistics are not chaotic, since the effective noise, which increases with increasing connectivity strength, is strong enough to suppress chaos [26] . Only in the limit of an activation function with infinite slope (or alternatively g 2 → ∞) also the rate net is chaotic, which is consistent with Kadmon and Sompolinsky [18] . This result also relates to the observation that when linearizing a binary network around its working point, the effective spectral radius is always smaller than unity [60] .
Our explanation for the difference is that in the rate network, the noise used is external and frozen, but a binary network's noise realization depends acutely on the initial value of the system. Thus, perturbing the initial value also changes the noise realization. Especially, due to the discrete signal conveyed to receiving neurons, a microscopic perturbation that flips the state of a single neuron can cause a macroscopic change of the network state; the probability that this happens increases with the number of targets that receive this perturbation, thus with network size; this is due to the strong synapses J ij ∝ N − 1 2 . For large networks the growth of the perturbation corresponds to a macroscopic change in the noise realization.
Another, complementary explanation arises from the replica calculation. As we have shown here, this method reduces the question of a chaos transition to the study how correlations are transferred from the inputs to a pair of neurons to their outputs. In particular, one needs to consider how the correlation between outputs declines as the correlation of their inputs falls below perfect correlation c 1. We have shown here that neurons with discrete signaling necessarily show a diverging correlation transmission slope at the point of perfect correlation between their Gaussian-distributed inputs. Therefore networks of such neurons have an infinite Lyapunov exponent for N → ∞. For continuous signaling, the slope is always finite as long as the slope of the activation function is bounded, resulting in finite Lyapunov exponents.
This connection between correlation transmission of a neuron model and chaotic dynamics of their networks also opens possibilities of future work, since the correlation transmission of neurons is well studied experimentally and theoretically [50, 51, 61, 62, e.g. ] . Especially, the diverging behavior of the correlation transmission slope of binary neurons is also seen for spiking neurons without reset [51] and for the LIF model [48-50, 52, 63] , suggesting that these model classes behave similarly with regard to the transition to chaos.
C. Chaos and flux tubes in finite binary networks
We have demonstrated that there is a transition to chaos transition in finite-size binary networks that is accessible to a field theoretical replica calculation. Our results are in line with older works showing a chaos transition in random boolean networks for indegree K = 2 [46, 64] , which relates to the transition at N ≈ 2 for the Heaviside activation function. Derrida and Pomeau [46] used the annealed approximation, while we computed fully quenched averages over the disorder. The results are supported by simulations.
Moreover, we here demonstrate a tight link between the replica calculation and the treatment of chaos in spiking networks in terms of the divergence rate between flux tubes [23] . In spiking networks, the flux tube boundaries in phase space are given by deviations that cause a change in the global spike order at some point in the future [53] . The situation is exactly the same in a binary network, where changes in the activation pattern are investigated instead of spike patterns. But binary neurons are formally simpler, as there is no internal state like the membrane potential and the activation times cannot vary continuously but are constrained to the predetermined update times. Therefore perturbations inside a flux tube are not forgotten exponentially as in LIF neurons but instantly. Just like in LIF networks, the effective distance to a boundary shrinks with network size as ∼ 1 N . The divergence rate between flux tubes scales as ∼ √ N , opposed to ∼ N in the LIF network [23] . Both are clearly consistent with an infinite Lyapunov exponent for N → ∞.
D. Computation in large networks with discrete signaling
We have shown that the activity of chaotic binary networks is governed by an attractive chaotic sub-space which does not exist in this form in rate networks: in binary networks its dimension is a finite fraction of the number of neurons, while in rate networks the entire space forms the chaotic manifold. Also the transition to chaos is caused by different mechanisms and occurs at different points in parameter space. Therefore, we argue that computation at the edge of chaos in networks with continuous and discrete signaling is behaving qualitatively different, which is in line with the work of Büsing et al. [19] . We were able to expose these differences as originating solely in the difference of signaling by using otherwise equivalent models and treating them in a unified framework.
Our analysis of the reservoir computing inspired classification paradigm shows mechanistically how the transient dimensionality expansion of the noisy signal first increases the performance, until entropy production catches up and the representation is too much corrupted by the amplified noise, preventing linear classification.
What is the connection to previous works on the relation of chaos and computational power? It has often been argued that close to the edge of chaos, networks show an optimal trade-off between separation of stimuli and generalization across stimuli [13, 14, 45, 65] . Our analysis of transient dimensionality expansion in binary networks and transient signal expansion in rate networks provides a time resolved perspective to this picture. Indeed, the signal and noise dimensionalities that we analyzed as approximate measures controlling the classification performance, can be compared to the Kernel Quality and Generalization Rank (VC-dimension [66] ) measures introduced by Legenstein and Maass [65] . Our results furthermore show that for binary networks, the memory lifetime is never very long, but different than in rate networks, it also does not strongly reduce when moving deeper into the chaotic regime. Therefore, while not being suitable for tasks that require long memory, performance may benefit from an increasing separation ability even deep in the chaotic regime, because with increasing network size also the peak of the informative dimensionality max(d s −d n ) continues to rise. This can also be seen in the results of Snyder et al. [67] , where for small readout delay, performance stays high for larger indegrees (e.g. their fig3 a,b). Overall, this raises the question, whether this effect could be combined with a longer memory lifetime, for example by using neurons or synapses with heterogeneous intrinsic time constants, adding clustered connectivity, or feeding the readouts back into the network. We will investigate this in future work.
As the peak performance is reached on the scale of a single neuronal time constant after stimulus onset, we speculate that the mechanism may explain how computation can spread rapidly through the hierarchical networks of the brain: The time window corresponds to one activation per binary neuron on average, which would correspond to only one spike per active biological neuron, similar to the fast feed-forward processing latencies measured experimentally in cortical areas [68, 69] .This shows how networks employing discrete communication can compute rapidly on the basis of a few single spikes instead of having the necessity to obtain an average spike rate.
E. Implications for noise and chaotic dynamics in cortex
Chaos on the individual spike level is a subject that has attracted considerable interest theoretically [14, 19, 23] and experimentally [70, 71] . Because the chaos transition is reached already for small network sizes N and weak synapse strengths g for binary neurons, it seems probable that biological networks in cortex, which have local sizes of O(10 3 − 10 5 ) neurons with similar correlation transmission curves as the binary model, operate in a regime of strong chaos on the single spike level. However, let us assume that notwithstanding, the spike times are close to the edge of chaos or not chaotic. This could be due to a specific connectivity motif that imposes an additional contractive effect onto state space. Also, the architecture would need to be robust enough against internal noise such as synaptic stochasticity and external noise, for example due to unrelated input from other brain areas. In such a case, spike-time dependent coding seems likely, since rate coding would be less efficient. Conversely, let us now assume that spike times are indeed chaotic. Then one possibility is that they are still used for effectively representing information despite chaos, as, for example, in the transient dimensionality expansion mechanism described above, or in the framework proposed by [72, 73] .
The other possibility is that the quantity supporting computation are not the spike times, but an aggregated observable like spike packets or the spike rate. This quantity could then be tuned to the edge of chaotic dynamics to optimize computational power. This possibility underlies the idea of searching for a transition to firing-rate chaos in spiking networks [17, [20] [21] [22] . In such a case, the coding relevant firing rate is realized by a train of spikes with fully chaotic inter-spike intervals, which therefore constitute an intrinsic and effectively independent noise that is expected to degrade computational performance (although it has been argued that noise can be beneficial by aiding exploration of solution space [74] or stochastic resonance [75] [76] [77] ). It is important to distinguish between frozen noise (where the realization is kept fixed), which suppresses chaos [25, 26] and can for example be conceptualized as deterministic external input, and independent noise, which also has the suppressive effect but of course also results in a high variability of responses to stimuli.
For binary networks, we have shown that the effective discretization noise is so strong that it always suppresses chaos on the rate level. We expect that this generalizes to spiking networks with low firing rates, since then the binary neuron can be interpreted as behaving like a Poisson-spiking neuron, which should therefore have similar effective noise strength. By this argument, no transition to rate chaos in spiking networks is predicted by the classical rate network model [16] . Instead, the rate fluctuations that can be observed in simulated spiking networks should have origins not directly related to the chaos transition of rate networks, as indeed seems to be the case [17, [20] [21] [22] . Strongly fluctuating states are either caused by interactions between different populations, or the intrinsic membrane potential dynamics of the spiking neuron [78] .
Also, to the best of our knowledge, there is so far no theoretical analysis of the computational capacities of a network displaying edge-of-chaos rate fluctuations in the presence of independent noise. While such a situation could certainly have arisen in the context of Liquid-state machines [65] , a theoretical analysis would provide better a understanding of computation with firing rates in a spiking network.
Conclusion
We studied networks with continuous and discrete models of neural signaling in a unifying neuron-model independent framework derived from concepts of field theory. While the statistics of activity is well comparable across the models of neural communication, there are apparent differences in the dynamical behavior controlling their chaos transitions. This makes the generalization of results on chaos in rate networks to discrete or spiking networks a multifaceted story. In the chaotic regime, binary networks show a fast transient dimensionality increase of their stimulus representation, leading to fast and noise resilient computational abilities.
Model-independent mean-field theory for random networks
This section presents a self-contained derivation of the model-independent mean-field theory for networks with Gaussian random connectivity J ij
The N neurons have inputs h(t) = (h 1 (t), ..., h N (t)) and outputs x(t) = (x 1 (t), ..., x N (t)) and the neuronal dynamics is described by the conditional probability functional ρ[x i h i ]. For deterministic neurons, where
We use vectorial notation to denote
because, given their inputs {h i }, neurons are otherwise pairwise independent. The probability functional ρ[x i h i ] is assumed to be strictly causal, which is x i (t) is independent of h i (s > t); a more explicit notation would be ρ[x i (○+) h i (○)], denoting that the time-argument x i (t + ǫ) must be infinitesimally advanced by ǫ > 0 compared to the argument of h i (t) for ρ not to vanish.
The joint statistics of input and output is then
The distribution of the inputs h is given as the marginalization over x as
The connectivity J couples the outputs x of the neurons to the input h as
So in the marginalization (22) over x we need to set
and the inner product is meant asĥ
By connecting the outputs back to the inputs, (21) may seem to take a circular structure like ρ[x, h] = ρ[x h]ρ[h x]. But since the first conditional probability is causal, and the second couples only equal time points, (21) is more accurately represented as
which is ordered in time, resulting in a spiraling structure.
Performing the disorder average ⟨. . .⟩ J of (22), the only term affected is the last exponential factor in the second line of (23), which yields
Here, we redefined the scalar product such that the last term in the exponent rewrites explicitly as
This suggests the introduction of the auxiliary fields R(t) ∶=ḡ N ∑ j x j (t) and Q(t, s) ∶= g 2 N ∑ j x j (t)x j (s) to rewrite (24) as
where the bi-linear form is to be read asĥ
The appearance of the product sign and the neuron-independent fields R and Q signifies that the problem becomes completely symmetric with regard to neurons. Enforcing the definitions of the auxiliary fields by Dirac distributions, represented in Fourier domain analogous to (23) , yields another pair of fieldsR andQ and brings (22) into the form
We now compute the values of the auxiliary fields that provide the dominant contribution to the probability mass.
To this end consider
The exponent in the second line can be considered an action of a field theory for the auxiliary fields {Q, R,Q,R}.
The integral in the last line appears to the power of N , so that one may rewrite it as
The appearance of N in the exponent N Ω[R, Q] suggests to perform the integration over the fields {Q, R,Q,R} in saddle point approximation, demanding δΩ δ{Q,R,Q,R} ! = 0, which yields four conditions for the saddle point values R, Q,R,Qof the field
Here the expectation value is ⟨. 
The auxiliary fieldsĥ are zero on expectation, which is a consequence of the normalization [32, 36, Section X] . This leads to the result in the main text, eqs. (3) and (3).
Derivation of the ODE for autocorrelations in binary networks
We here derive equations (8) and (10) for the evolution of the autocorrelation. To this end it is useful to perform a mapping from the Ising representation x ∈ [−1, 1] of the binary state to the bit-like representation n ∈ [0, 1] as
The correlation functions are correspondingly related as
where by Q(t, s) = g 2 q I (t, s) we obtain the quantity considered in the main text, e.g. in (8) . Defining q(t, s) ∶= ⟨n(t)n(s)⟩ we have
where we write ⟨. . .⟩ h∼ρ as a short form of ∫ dhρ(h) . . .. The latter joint probability is decomposed, analogous to (1), as
We obtain the first conditional probability on the right by considering the possibilities to reach the final state x(t) = 1 given that
Likewise we obtain the latter conditional probability on the right of (31) as
Combining (30), (32) and (33) we get
In the stationary state, the integral in the penultimate line reduces to ⟨T p (h)⟩ h∼ρ e − t−s τ . Also q(t, s) =∶ q(t − s) is then a function of the time lag ∆t ∶= t − s alone
Differentiating by ∆t we get
where we substituted s − t ′ → t in the last step and used the stationarity to shift the time arguments of the h by s. Using (28), (29) , and (5) and assuming stationarity we get the result (10) in the main text, where the gain function T instead of T p appears. Shifting the integration variable t by ∆t, we obtain
and performing another derivative τ d d∆t yields
where for the second equality, we used the first-order differential equation. Closing the equation in the mean-field approximation, amounts to setting the measure of h ∼ ρ ≡ N (R, Q) to the Gaussian process with mean R and variance Q, as determined by the saddle point equations by (2) and (3). This neglects fluctuations of R and Q. In App 3 we briefly discuss when this is justified.
Moving to the [−1, 1] representation by using (28), (29) , and (5) and multiplying (35) by g 2 changes T p → T and g 2 q → Q so that we obtain (8) . Here, in addition, we introduce N R,Q0,Q as the bivariate Gaussian with stationary mean R and covariance matrix Q 0 Q Q Q 0 . This allows us to employ Price's theorem [41] which states that
Non-vanishing mean connectivity and negligibility of cross-correlations
Above, we identified the input autocorrelation with the scaled output autocorrelation. When cross-correlations vanish in the thermodynamic limit, this is justified. For vanishing mean connectivity, this is obviously true, but what happens if the mean connectivity is not zero? Remember that we consider the case of the average connectivity given byḡ N , as in the classical work by Sherrington and Kirkpatrick [79] . Then, the input fluctuations are given by
where we introduced the average output cross-correlation between neurons c ≠ . The first term of (37) is the raw second moment of the outputs times g 2 , as it appears for vanishing mean connectivity. The second term is obviously of order 1 N . For the last term, this is less evident, because it requires the computation of output cross-correlations. However, it was demonstrated by Helias et al. [80] , that for inhibitory feedback, these are of order 1 N as well. The derivation of this statement is lengthy, so that we limit ourselves to derive their equation (2) within our formalism to demonstrate how it allows the self-contained treatment of theḡ ≠ 0-theory. From the generalization of (33) to two neurons, we obtain the self-consistent equation for the raw pairwise output cross-correlation
This looks nearly identical to [81, eq. (2) ], from which [80, eq. (2) ] can be derived -only the output variables multiplying the activation functions in the expectation values in [81, eq. (2) ] are here replaced by
To evaluate the expression (39), we compute the correlation of this quantity with x i :
where the first line holds true because x ′ i (t) gives the probability that x i (t) = 1 and therefore, multiplying x ′ i (t) by x i (t) and taking the average yields the same as averaging just x ′ i (t). A similar reasoning holds for the crosscorrelations in the second line: the updating process is independent for two distinct neurons, given the history of the inputs. Therefore, inside the average, we can replace x j (t) by the probability (given the input history) that neuron j is updated into state 1. Thus, the joint second order statistics of x ′ and x is identical to that of x and therefore (39) is equivalent to [81, eq. (2) ], from which the results of [80] follow.
Especially, we conclude that for inhibition-dominated networks, the correlations are of order 1 N and therefore do not contribute to the input variance in the thermodynamic limit. Because the activity gets bistable forḡ > 1 and fluctuates around one of two minima, where the feedback is inhibitory again, this mechanism persists in this case, too. Only close to the critical stateḡ = 1, correlations get large and violate the assumption of 1 N -scaling.
Summarizing, a mean connectivity of order O (1 N ) in the thermodynamic limit and sufficiently far away from the critical point directly only affects the mean activity. The influence on the second cumulant is only indirect, analogous to a shift of the threshold, and not direct via additional contributions to the fluctuations of the input. This explains why the theory in Section II E fits the simulation data so well despite the neglect of cross-correlations.
Replica calculation for chaos
Model-independent replica calculation To assess the transition to chaos, we need to perform a replica calculation that considers a pair of networks with identical connectivity but slightly different initial conditions for the neurons. We use superscripts (1) and (2) to distinguish the two systems. The correlation between the two replica is a measure of the distance between their respective states in terms of the Euclidean distance d (12) 
i .
The first term, on expectation over realizations of the activity, approaches the average autocorrelation in the two replica and the latter term the inter-replica correlation. For Ising spins the expression simplifies to
i . The formal derivation of mean-field equations that approximate these quantities proceeds analogous to Section 1: The analog expression to (22) and (23) reads
Here the conditional density ρ[x (1) , x (2) h (1) , h (2) ] is a joint distribution across the two replica, because it must allow the representation of update processes or stochastic activations of corresponding neurons that have identical realizations between the two replica. The important point is the identical matrix J appearing in the product of the latter two Dirac distributions, which, after introducing Fourier representations as in (23) and taking the disorder average over J, analogous to (24) , yields
The penultimate line is the same contribution for each replica as in the single system; it is treated in the same manner by introducing pairs of auxiliary fields {R (α) ,R (α) , Q (αα) ,Q (αα) } α∈{1,2} . The last line couples the two replica and can be decoupled similarly by defining
This definition is enforced by inserting a δ-constraint, represented as a Fourier integral with the corresponding conjugate fieldQ (12) (s, t) . The integral over {R (α) ,R (α) , Q (αβ) ,Q (αβ) } α,β∈{1,2} is then taken in saddle point approximation with the resulting non-trivial saddle point equations
The remainingˆ−fields all vanishR (α) =Q (αβ) ≡ 0. The expectation value in (41) is taken with the measure
where N ({R (α) , Q (αβ) }) is a pair of Gaussian processes with cumulants ⟪h (α) (t)⟫ = R (α) (t),
The distance (40) between replica in mean-field approximation can then be written as d (12) 
Application to binary networks The zero-lag cross-replica correlation is then given with (41) and (42) as
To construct ρ(x (1) , x (2) , t h (1) , h (2) ), first note that both neurons are updated by the same stochastic realizations of the update process. This process has two random components: The drawing of the update time point t ′ , which, for the Poisson updates, has a distribution of e − t−t ′ τ dt ′ τ for the next event to come in [t ′ , t ′ + dt], and the stochastic activation depending on the gain function T p ∈ [0, 1], whose value for both replica is compared to the same realization of a uniformly distributed random number r ∈ [0, 1].
The four possible outcomes of this update of states (x (1) , x (2) ) are (−1, −1), (1, 1), both of which lead to x (1) ⋅ x (2) = +1 and (−1, 1), (1, −1), both of which lead to x (1) ⋅ x (2) = −1. One thus only needs to distinguish two outcomes:
The event x (1) ⋅ x (2) = −1 takes place if the random variable r is in between the values of the two gain functions, T p (h (1) ) < r < T p (h (2) ), which happens with probability p diff = T p (h (1) ) − T p (h (2) ) ; the other event x (1) ⋅ x (2) = +1 with 1 − p diff . So in total we get at the time t ′ of update ⟨x (1) 
Taken together with the asynchronous update time point, we thus have
Taking a derivative with respect to t, we obtain an ODE governing the time evolution of the cross-replica correlation
Note that Q (12) (t) also appears implicitly in the distribution of h (1) , h (2) , rendering the equation nonlinear. This derives the result (12) in the main text, which follows by replacing 2(T p (h (1) ) − T p (h (2) )) = T(h (1) ) − T(h (2) ) due to (5) . So far we have proceeded without approximation. Perfect correlation of the replicas Q (12) (t, t) = Q 0 = g 2 is clearly a fixed point, since then h (1) (t) = h (2) (t) and the right hand side vanishes. We now wish to assess the stability of this solution, that is, whether a perturbation of one replica results in recovery of perfect correlation (regular dynamics) or in a decorrelation of the replicas (chaos). Making the ansatz Q (12) (t, t) = Q 0 −ǫ(t) and using the mean field approximation of the input distribution, the last term of the ODE (44) becomes, by substituting H ∶= h (1) 
and then expanding in h and ǫ 2Q 0 :
Plugging this result and the ansatz Q (12) (t) = Q 0 − ǫ(t) back into (44) then yields (13).
Fluxtubes in binary networks
It has been shown by Touzel and Wolf [53] that the borders of fluxtubes in spiking networks of inhibitory LIFneurons are related to changes in the global order of spikes. In particular, if a perturbation creates an additional spike or causes the omission of an expected one, the mean firing rate will stay constant but the order of future spikes is very likely to be irrevocably changed. The divergence rate of two trajectories can be assessed by calculating the mean number of unexpected spike order changes caused by a single such perturbation, resulting in a branching process. In the context of our binary networks, we can ask the equivalent question: Given a flip of a single neuron's activity variable, how many 'wrong' update results will occur on average in the following time τ ?
The flip of one neuron x j → −x j causes a change ∆h i = −2J ij x j in the input of neurons it is connected to. Across different target neurons ∆h is therefore distributed as ρ(∆h) = N ±2ḡ N , 4 g 2 N and the probability of a neuron to be updated into the wrong state due to the perturbation in the input is
where the absolute value enters because both directions of perturbation cause a positive probability of 'wrong' updating, and we assumed T ′ ≥ 0 for simplicity. Now we ask the question how many downstream flips n spawns will, on average, be triggered in the network during one time constant, given a single original flip. This quantity controls whether the decorrelating flips will proliferate or not, because since every neuron is updated on average once per time constant, if n spawns < 1 and the neuron carrying the original flip is updated again, it is most likely updated 'correctly' again and the average number of flips in the network has decreased. If n spawns > 1 on the other hand, the average number of flips increases. Being interested in the transition point, we can assume n spawns ≈ 1 so that we do not need to take the interaction of several flips into account. Thenn
and while we take the mean input R into account, we neglect the mean perturbing input ⟨∆h⟩ = ±2ḡ N = O(N −1 ) ≈ 0 as it is small compared to the standard deviation σ ∆h = 2g √ N = O(N − 1 2 ), allowing the simple calculation
Finally, accounting for T ′ p (h) = T ′ (h) 2, given by (5), the chaos transition is expected at
which is exactly the result (15), derived via the completely different route of the replica calculation. While the derivation here is nicely and intuitively interpretable, the derivation via field theory and replica calculation allows for systematic generalizations. For example, it is not clear how to obtain the residual correlation (14) in the ad-hoc approach.
Fluxtube size.
The fluxtube diameter is not a very informative measure for a binary network, since the system trajectory in phase space is typically not in the middle of a 'tube' but close to some of its boundaries (given by the thresholds). Therefore, the distance to a boundary strongly depends on the direction of perturbation. As a relatively informative measure, we consider smearing the trajectory in all directions with some variance Var(∆h) = σ 2 fl , which is chosen such that on average, one fluxtube boundary is crossed. This procedure makes sense in so far, as it is similar to adding noise onto the input. It is important to be aware that σ fl is not strictly the average distance to the closest boundary, although the two quantities should covary.
The situation is analogous to the above calculation, because we again need to consider the flips occurring during an update in (on average) all N neurons, which is given by (46) 
.
Of course, the 1 N scaling needs to be taken with caution, since our perturbation goes into all N phase space directions, resulting in a total length scaling as 1 √ N .
Slope of correlation transmission in binary and rate neurons
We here show that the difference between discrete signaling and continuous signaling leads to a qualitative difference in the slope of the correlation-transmission curve and thus the transition to chaos. Assume, as an approximation, that two neurons receive inputs that are jointly Gaussian distributed as
where the covariance matrix is given by
Here c in ∈ [−1, 1] controls the correlation between the inputs.
Continuous signaling A neuron with continuous signaling has the output
where T ∈ [−1, 1] is an activation function. The mean output is thus
For a point symmetric gain function that we assume in the following the mean vanishes so that the variance of the outputs is
The correlation coefficient between the outputs of a pair of neurons is
which has the slope
by Price's theorem [41] . Evaluated at c in = 1 this is
For activation functions T with finite slope T ′ < ∞ this slope is thus finite. For the signum function T(x) = 2H(x) − 1 we get a = 1 and dc cont. out (c in ) dc in = 2 ⟨δ(h 1 )δ(h 2 )⟩ (h1,h2)∼N (0,K(cin)) = 1 π det(K(c in ))
where the latter line comes from the normalization condition of the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Thus, the slope diverges if and only if the output of the neuron becomes discrete. Discrete signaling Now consider a neuron with discrete output, but smooth activation function T ∈ [−1, 1]; a smooth function here corresponds to a probabilistic activation y i = 1 with prob. T(h) + 1 2 −1 with prob. 1 − T(h) + 1 2 .
The mean output is thus ⟨y i ⟩ = ⟨1 ⋅ T(h) + 1 2 − 1 ⋅ (1 − T(h) + 1 2)⟩ h∼N (0,q) = ⟨T(h)⟩ h∼N (0,q) , the same as for the continuous signaling (48) . For a point symmetric gain function that we assume in the following the mean vanishes so that the variance of the outputs is a = 1.
The correlation coefficient of the output is then identical to the second moment between the outputs of a pair of neurons c disc out (c in ) ∶= ⟨y 1 y 2 ⟩ (52) = 1 ⋅ (1 − p diff ) − 1 ⋅ p diff = 1 − 2 p diff = 1 − ⟨ T(h 1 ) − T(h 2 ) ⟩ (h1,h2)∼N (0,K(cin)) .
The latter expression is related to the probability p diff = 1 2 ⟨ T(h 1 ) − T(h 2 ) ⟩ that the two neurons are in different states. This expression if of course the same as found in (45) . In the limit of c in → 1 we thus have
So the slope diverges for c in → 1 as
This divergence is present even if the gain function is finite T ′ < ∞, in contrast to the finite slope found for the continuous signaling in (50) . The infinite slope for continuous signaling in the limit of a sharp activation function, (51), moreover, has a different form of divergence for c in → 1.
Noisy binary pattern classification task
We implement a classification task by training one linear readout S α ′ (t) = w α ′ (t) T (x α (t) + ξ pre ) + ξ post (53) of the network state x α (t) at time t for each of the α ′ = 1, . . . , P = 50 patterns to be detected. Here ξ pre and ξ post are additional Gaussian readout noises of standard deviation σ ξ,pre and σ ξ,post . ξ pre controls how precisely a single neuron's state can be read out. ξ post represents a noise component of the readout mechanism. Training of the readout w α ′ (t) is performed for each time point t by linear regression (see App 7 a), minimizing the quadratic error of detecting the stimulus identity, i.e. minimizing (S α ′ − δ αα ′ ) 2 . The patterns are presented to the network by initializing the first L = 10 of the N = 500 neurons to the stimulus. All other neurons are in an initial state corresponding to the stationary statistics. Each stimulus α is a random binary pattern of length L with {−1, 1} appearing equally likely, superimposed with Gaussian noise of standard deviation σ. The resulting evolution of the network state, given this initial condition, is termed x α (t).
a. Linear regression
Minimizing the quadratic error over all patterns amounts to linear regression; we consider a single scalar readout target value y α ∈ R for each pattern α; in the example above y α ∈ {0, 1}. Then w, x ∈ R N and the quadratic error is
Demanding stationarity with regard to w by differentiating by ∂ wi we get N equations
x α x T α = P α=1 y α x T α .
The value w * to achieve stationarity is
with C ∶= P α=1
x α x T α ,
where we used the symmetry of C. Inserted into ( 
In the case of classification, the latter expression simplifies even further: the first term is a constant ∑ P α=1 y 2 α = 1 for labels y α ∈ {0, 1}, where y α = 1 if the presented pattern α is the pattern α ′ to be detected and y α = 0 else, y α = δ αα ′ . The second term is then identical to the definition (53) for ξ = 0, obtained by inserting w * from (55) . The expression shows that the signal amplitude S α ′ actually depends on the signal to noise ratio, the length of the selected vector x α ′ measured with regard to the variability C across all patterns
The generalization to stochastic realizations of x α , for example due to the presentation of noisy patterns is straight forward. We need to replace ∑ P α=1 . . . by ∑ P α=1 ⟨. . .⟩ in the measure for the error (54) and thus throughout this calculation, where ⟨. . .⟩ is the expectation over the noise realizations.
b. Approximation of orthogonal patterns
If the patterns x are sufficiently orthogonal, we can think of the entries k of any state vector x α to be drawn independently. So the x α,k ∈ {−1, 1} appear with equal probability for those entries that lie in the subspace of dimension d s . All remaining entries are assumed to be constant. We may thus restrict the space to the d s informative components. The kl-th element of the covariance matrix for independently drawn entries is
x αk x αl ≃ P δ kl .
The signal of the readout α ′ , following from (57), then takes the simple form
If the signal is perfectly reliable, that is, if for all noise realizations i the response x αi is equal to the stereotypical response x αi =x α , and if the dimension of the informative subspace is d s , sox ∈ R ds , we get with x 2 ds = d s S α ′ ,max d s P .
For responses that are not perfectly reliable, we need to replace x α ′ by ⟨x α ′ ⟩ in (57) and thus S α ≃ P −1 ⟨x α ′ ⟩ 2 ds .
c. Nonzero plateau of the signal.
In the simulations, the noise distance somewhat unintuitively saturates slightly below the signal distance. This is explainable by taking into account that not all the initial noise realizations actually cause a crossing of the fluxtube boundary. Instead, those realizations simply follow the unperturbed pattern trajectory, so that d n,i = 0 in those cases. Then it is clear that the average noise distance is smaller than the one predicted based on the assumption of diverging trajectories: ⟨d n,i ⟩ i = (1 − p no flip ) d residual n .
We can estimate the probability that no flip occurred due to the noise by using the results from App 5, where we calculated the average number of flips in the network after one time constant given an additional (noise) variance in the input of the neurons σ 2 ∆h . In our present case the noise is given by adding ξ i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) on the output activities of the L original neurons of the pattern, so that the corresponding input variance felt by all neurons in the network is
Now we only need to consider that actually the variance is not constant for a complete round of N updates, but linearly diminishes every time one of the L source neurons is updated until none is left. Since the flip-probability depends on the square root of the variance, there is a corrective factor c dim = 1 − k N in each term of the product:
Description of simulations
Simulations for Figure 2 and Figure 5b,d where implemented using NEST [82] . To do so, a little trick was necessary, because NEST treats binary neurons in the bit-like {0, 1} representation. To let every neuron "see" inputs from {−1, 1} Ising spins we added to each neuron i a bias ∑ j J ij and then connected the neurons by the connections 2J ij instead of J ij ; thereby effectively simulating an Ising system. To obtain the autocorrelations for the Ising case, (29) was used, leading to the result shown in Figure 2 .
For Figure 5b and d, for each point of the grid one simulation of two identical networks was performed. After 1000 ms, in one replica, the first two neurons where set to the active and the third and fourth neurons set to the inactive state, after which simulation continued for 2500 ms. This method of perturbation entails the small probability that these 4 neurons where already in exactly this state, so that nothing is changed; this is the explanation for the scattered single green dots in Figure 5b ,d. The advantage of the method was, however, that it guaranteed the same state of the random number generators across both replicas.
The simulations for Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 where performed using a custom Fortran kernel. Analysis of simulation data and numerical implementations used Python scripts. At the moment our code is only available upon request, but it will be made freely accessible upon publication.
